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Introducing Moda™ Fashion is forward in this beautifully executed new seating series designed by Sava Cvek. The polished aluminum frame can be specified with a mix of leg finishes, including woodgrain textures and shimmering solids.
Intelli Beam™ brings forward a new era of open plan environments. The elevated beam combines the capability of panel systems with the style demanded in today’s work and education spaces. Intelli Beam is driven by smart, modular design that powers individual workspaces and collaborative areas.
Our new Factor™ seating series recalculates the value equation for work chairs with an asymmetrical lumbar support, weight sensing synchro mechanism, fixed or adjustable arms and a spectrum of mesh colors. You just won’t believe the price.
Kadin™ evokes a timeless elegance: a floating top surface, die-cast aluminum legs and a modular substructure for exceptional stability. Table depths start at 36 inches with standard widths available up to 20 feet. Surfaces are offered in architectural grade wood veneer and high pressure laminate.
Introducing Prefer™ An enduring design updated with a sleek mesh back and exquisite arms in polished aluminum or matching polymer. Lifetime warranty because you won’t want to let it go.
Terina™ is a multi-purpose table that allows you to quickly adapt your space to suit your needs. The simple flip-top mechanism is designed for single-handed operation. Tables nest in an upright position to minimize storage space.
Ballara™ is a freestanding and modular seating collection comprised of lounge chairs, tables and power components. Ballara can be configured for both traditional and emerging interior applications, including banquet seating.
Sora™ responds to your movements while you work. With perceptive adjustments built into a streamlined aesthetic, Sora provides the support you need to stay focused. Personalize your comfort with adjustable lumbar support and a range of ergonomic seat width and backrest options. Available in 24 brilliant mesh colors.
Zira™ media tables provide a place to connect and collaborate with colleagues. Seated, counter and standing height options tailor to a range of workplace interactions. Surface power and wire management features integrate technology with ease.
Intelli Beam™ powers open plan environments that inspire both independent and collaborative work. The beam helps to create efficient room configurations for enhanced working or learning. Pair Intelli Beam with Foli™ height adjustable tables, task seating and mobile pedestals to optimize shared spaces.
Take time out to collect your thoughts or catch up on the latest white paper. Personal Harbor is the newest addition to the River™ seating series, bringing people together where ideas, insight and inspiration can be shared.